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The Outlaws: A Presidential Agent NovelPutnam Adult, 2010

	The #1 New York Times-bestselling series returns-and the stakes have never been higher. 

	

	Charlie Castillo's secret unit has been disbanded-but that doesn't mean he's out of business. As experience has painfully shown him, there are many things the intelligence community can't do, won't do, or...


		

Portrait of a Killer: Jack the Ripper -- Case ClosedPutnam Adult, 2002

	The number-one New York Times-bestselling novelist Patricia Cornwell is known the world over for her brilliant storytelling, the courage of her characters, and the state-of-the-art forensic methods they employ.

	

	In this headline-making new work of nonfiction, Cornwell turns her trademark skills for meticulous research...


		

Double Play (Parker, Robert B.)Putnam Adult, 2004

	Robert B. Parker fans have been quick to embrace each addition to his remarkable canon, from the legendary Spenser series to the novels featuring Jesse Stone and Sunny Randall. And his occasional forays into the past-Gunman's Rhapsody, a fresh take on Wyatt Earp, and Poodle Springs, based on a Raymond Chandler story-have dazzled critics...






		

Outstanding!: 47 Ways to Make Your Organization ExceptionalPutnam Adult, 2010

	
		"Outstanding! hits the nail on the head in every way: Practical content, terrific stories, and an easy read. Miller has provided a road map for organizations to become exceptional--just follow the path laid out. Definitely a must read!"

	--Dave Ramsey, author of Total Money Makeover and host...


		

Robert B. Parker's Kickback (Spenser)Putnam Adult, 2016

	PI Spenser, knight-errant of the Back Bay, returns in this stellar New York Times–bestselling addition to the iconic series from author Ace Atkins.

	 

	What started out as a joke landed seventeen-year-old Dillon Yates in a lockdown juvenile facility in Boston Harbor. When he set up a prank Twitter...
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